
THERE ARE ALWAYS SOME 

POSITIVE SIDES OF A BAD 

THING…  

In this earth, there are certain things which have both positive as well as negative sides. 

But in human’s tendency, everyone avoids the positive side and explores the negative 

side of those things. In this write-up, I want to tell only my opinion. Of Course! Everyone 

agrees about the truth that the Corona pandemic has shaken the whole world. Everyone 

is surviving in fear every time. I also agree with that but this pandemic has not only 

come as a bane but it gave a positive effect in our life in many ways. Our vision has been 

changed towards many people. Many social workers like doctors, police had lost their 

respect and value to maintain their status in their competitive life and to gain their 

importance economically and socially. But in present time, they are getting back their 

respect, value and belief of people through their hard work and devotion in their work. 

Like this, the respect for the teachers is been increasing day by day, when we can see 

their hard work for the students in the online classes. Even the vision of many people of 

a family have been changed there is no load of work on a House Wife, and they also 

started helping them in the house-hold chores. Young-adult, poor-rich everyone is 

getting aware about their health, like the use of mask, washing hands time to time, social 

distancing, eating healthy, staying hygienic etc have been added to the daily routine of 

the people. We are able to take peaceful breath in a pollution-free environment. Not only 

that, people are learning to spend a beautiful and simple life with very low demands. 

Nowadays, relatives and family members became more closer with each other and 

people learned to live in their present life. If we are able to continue this type of 

lifestyle, then both our life and health would be more healthy and delightful. 
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